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the delegates to the convention which brings about that
federation as was done in U.S.A. Hence the authority of a
federal Government is ultimately derived from the citizens
of several states, within the sphere of powers allotted to it just
as the authority of the state Governments is derived from
the same people for the exercise of their powers. In the same
way the transfer of a part of authority from the state
governments to the federal government involves the
transfer of such part of the citizens' allegiance from the
former to the latter government, as is necessarily connected
with the exercise o£ that transferred part of authority which
is now vested in the federal government.* The federal
government, therefore, exercises direct authority over the
*".... the federal government, in turn, in the exorcise o£ those
specific powers acts directly, not only on the connnuui ties making up the
federation, but on each individual citizen... and the citizens of a federation
consequently owe a double allegiance, one to the Btate, and the other to the
federal government. They live under two sets of lawn, the laws of the state
and the laws of the federal government," Encyclopaedia Britaunioa. Vol. X,
p. 233.
Also J, Bryce. " Studies in History and Jurisprudence," VoL II,
p. 490.
'     Dealing with this subject A, P. Newton writes :—
" The Central Government acts not only upon the associated states
but also directly upon their citizens."   « JftufcwZ m& Unified Constitution^
M. p. 5.
Bryce is quite clear on this point. He defines properly called federal
states as * States in which the Central Government exercises direct power
over the citizens of the component communities,'
Again on page 288 of this book Bryce reiterates that « The essential
feature..,, consists in the existence above every individual citizen of two
authorities, that of the state, or Canton ( as in Switzerland ) or Provinces
( as in Canada ), to which he belongs, and that of thtf Nation, which
includes all the states, and operates with equal force upon all their citfeenH
alike. Thus each citizen has an allegiance which is double, being due both
to his own particular State and to the Katioa, Be Urea un4ev two sets <rf

